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Hotel Sonnenpark: The family paradise with its own 
water world 
 

For carefree and sunny holidays no matter the weather forecast. 
Leave the stress of everyday life behind when you check in at our 
family pamper hotel, the Sonnenpark in Lutzmannsburg. Babies 
and toddlers can immerse themselves - on land and in water - in the 
hotel’s own water fun area in a fantasy world of amazing 
experiences. A short, direct connecting corridor takes you to the 
Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg, Europe’s leading infant and toddler 
thermal spa. 
 
Child-friendly surroundings and decor and a relaxed atmosphere coupled 
with sun, air, light and plenty of space – Hotel Sonnenpark is everything 
modern hotel design should be. Innovation and functionality for families 
is what sets this 4-star hotel with its 87 rooms apart. A love of detail is 
everywhere evident amongst the special features for babies, toddlers 
and mothers-to-be. Wolfgang Stündl, managing director of the 
Sonnentherme and of Hotel Sonnenpark knows what he’s talking about: 
“The special provisions at the Sonnentherme with their focus on the little 
ones are continued here at Hotel Sonnenpark“. 
 
We are rewarded each day with the laughter of happy children. But 
we’ve also received the “HolidayCheck Award 2012”. This means that 
Hotel Sonnenpark is one of the 99 most popular family hotels worldwide. 
Not least because of the numerous extras. Pushchairs on loan, family 
washing kitchen and baby station for preparing baby foods are just a few 
examples. Changing space for guests who want to use the 
Sonnentherme spa or the hotel’s own water world before midday on the 
first day of their holiday, or to stay that bit longer on their last day after 
checking out – this is another of our special services.  
 
Go from your hotel room straight into our own family water world. “Sunny 
Bunnys Waterworld” is for hanging out and having fun in the water. 
There’s a feel-good factor here for the whole family – and a place to lie in 
the sun. There are shallow children’s pools indoors and outside - so 
great bathing fun for babies and toddlers. And adventures on the slide 
are a must, especially when the journey ends in warm thermal water. 
Kids can let off steam in the fresh air in the kids’ play area. Indoors there 
is a special area for changing babies.  
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Little people are important to us at Hotel Sonnenpark. There are 
numerous play and entertainment areas tailored to the needs of different 
ages. Sunny Bunny, our mascot with his lovely sunny nature and his 
team always invites all kids from age two to ten to the “Sunny Bunny 
Club”. Here there are plenty of different things to do, including cookery, 
play and gymnastics for kids – and much else besides. In Sunny Bunny’s 
workshop creativity is the thing. Curious kids can also take a look inside 
his home.  
 
Babies and toddlers up to the age of two can go on a journey of carefree 
discovery in especially designed spaces for them to be quiet or crawl 
about – equipped with high quality play equipment. And there’s an 
adventure programme for the tiniest with expert supervision. One quite 
unique innovation for babies and their mums or dads is the “Snoezelen 
room” where little people can enjoy a variety of sensory experiences 
including feeling, seeing and hearing; its soothing effect can make them 
feel sleepy. Snoezen has a very positive effect on a baby’s development 
and encourages harmonious baby-parent relationships.  
 
All that experience and adventure makes you hungry. So mum and dad 
are looked after all day (breakfast, lunch, coffee & cake, evening meal) 
and for the little ones there is even a wonderful baby and kids buffet. Soft 
drinks are an all-day inclusive benefit. The summer terrace offers plenty 
of space for enjoying the sun and taking a rest. From there there’s a 
beautiful view of the shady garden pavilion at the centre of the hotel park 
where – safe from mosquitos – you can have your meals. And you can 
watch your kids play in the child-friendly garden with loads of play space, 
feeding the rabbits or in the organic garden bed.  
 
Highlights at a glance at the Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg: 

● 4-star family pamper hotel. 
● Hotel’s own family water world: “Sunny Bunny`s Waterworld” with 

shallow kids pool indoors and out, a kids slide, an outdoor play 
area plus changing space and lift for pushchairs. Guaranteed 
personal space included. 

● Short corridor straight into the Sonnentherme spa including use of 
the Sonnentherme Lutzmannsburg from 3 p.m. on your arrival day 
to 12 p.m. on the day of departure.  

● Hotel Sonnenpark has 280 beds in a total of 87 spacious, non-
smoking rooms (of which 50 are family rooms and 37 family 
apartments) dimensions between 33 m² - 76 m², with baby and 
child-friendly facilities (pushchair loan, baby bath, changing table, 
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baby monitor etc.). Twelve of the rooms and apartments are 
specially equipped for allergy sufferers; one is adapted for the 
needs of the disabled.  

● All rooms have air-con, a safe and separate WC/bathroom. 
● In the basement there is a family washing kitchen. Also available:  

a baby station for preparing baby foods.   
● “Baby’s” – this is the baby care area, crawling zone, play and 

exercise for babies and toddlers up to 2 years.  
● “Snoezelen” – especially for babies for sensory experiences of 

many kinds. 
● “Sunny Bunny Club” for two to ten year olds with expert supervision 

and a varied programme, all day, seven days a week.  
● Play Station, Xbox, Carrera race track and kids cinema. 
● A child-friendly park-like garden with spacious grassy outdoor play 

areas.  
● Sunny Bunny, our cuddly hotel mascot, kids’ favourite, has his own 

shop and home. 
● Alphalounger for relaxation especially for mums-to-be and 

everyone else as well! 
● Fitness room for parents. 
● Free loan of child and adult bikes, fun bikes, kids’ bike trailers, bike 

helmets and child seats. 
● Non-smoking restaurant with 320 seats for breakfast, midday 

snack, coffee & cakes and evening meal. Including show kitchen 
for it is well-known we eat first with our eyes. 

● For the little ones extensive baby and kids buffet plus play island 
and a slide from the restaurant area into the play and exercise 
room. 

● Eating outdoors on the shady terrace or in the garden pavilion 
including mosquito protection if required. 

● Café-bar with separate smokers’ room and own sun terrace. 
● Vinotheque with wine-tasting room.   
● Extensive massage and cosmetics offers in the Sonnentherme.  
● Price example: Family room 33 - 36 m², pamper board incl. soft 

drinks with your meals, entrance to the Sonnentherme, hotel’s own 
water world, from 122.- euro per adult/night; children (0-2 y) from 
28.- euro per night. 

 
For more information please go to www.sonnenpark.at. To take a 
secret look inside Sunny Bunny`s fun world go to www.sunnybunny.at . 
 
We are always available to deal with your queries and requests: 

http://www.sonnenpark.at/
http://www.sunnybunny.at/
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Sonnentherme BetriebsgesmbH – Hotel Sonnenpark 
Contact: Timea Mersich-Lakotar 
A-7361 Lutzmannsburg,  Thermengelände 1 
Tel: +43-(0)2615-87171-2223  Fax: dial direct -20  
www.sonnentherme.at 
Email: t.mersich@sonnentherme.at 
 


